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f Eq. (1) near 
 local mode 
approximation [13], , , ,( , , , ) exp( 2 ) ( ) ( , , )m n m n m nz t i t z z       U Q ,	
where	m 	and	 n 	are	azimuthal	and	radial	quantum	numbers	and	
, ( )m n z 	and	 , ( , , )m n z  Q 	are	slow	functions	of	axial	coordinate	 z
.	Function	 , ( , , )m n z  Q 	satisfies	the	local	mode	equation	 
 2, , ,2 / 0m n m n m nV  Q Q ,  (2)	
where	the	dependence	on	 z 	is	considered	as	parametric	and	the	
value	of	propagation	constant	is	set	to	zero,	 , ( ) 0m n z  .	Function	
, ( )m n z 	satisfies	the	one‐dimensional	wave	equation	[14]		
2
, 2
, ,2 ( ) 0m n m n m nzz 
     .	   (3) 
The	propagation	constant	 , ( )m n z 	 in	 this	equation	 is	 expressed	
through	the	variation	of	frequency,	 ,m n     	and	fiber	radius	
( )r z 	 by	 expansion	 of	 the	 exact	 dispersion	 relation	 for	 the	
cylindrically	 symmetric	uniform	optical	 fiber	 [13]	up	 to	 the	 first	




( )( ) ,m n m n r zz r
 
      
  (4) 
( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( )
, , , , ,2( ) , 2 / ,op op op opm n m n m n m n m n rk k n c           (5) 
and	 ( ),opm nk 	 is	 the	 propagation	 constant	 in	 the	 fiber	 material	
corresponding	 to	optical	cutoff	 frequency	 ( ),opm n .	The	structure	of	
propagation	 constant	 determined	 by	 Eq.	 (4)	 makes	 Eq.	 (3)	
identical	 to	 the	 stationary	 Schrödinger	 equation	where	 ( )r z
and	  	plays	the	role	of	potential	and	energy,	respectively.	It	will	
be	 shown	 below	 that	 Eqs.	 (3)	 and	 (4)	 describe	 the	 axial	




m n m n   	given	by	Eq.	(5)	should	be	replaced	by	 ( ), ,acm n m n   	
from		Eq.	(12).		
					The	bottle	resonator	of	our	particular	 interest	 is	 the	parabolic	
bottle	resonator	with		
2
0( ) / (2 )r z z R  .  (6) 
From	 Eqs.	 (3)‐(6),	 the	 axial	 distribution	 of	 	 SWGMs	 in	 this	
resonator, , ( )m n z ,	 satisfies	 the	 parabolic	 cylinder	 function	
equation.	Since			 ( ) 2, ,2( )opm n m nk  	is	always	positive,	the	localized	






( ) exp , .2m n q q m nm n m n m n
z z r Rz H  
                        
(7) 
Here	 q 	 is	 the	 axial	 quantum	number.	Analogous	 to	 the	known	
result	 (see	 e.g.,	 [5]),	 the	 eigenfrequencies	 of	 the	parabolic	 bottle	
resonator	are	determined	as	
 1 1/ 2 1, , , , 0 0 21 (2 ) ( )m n q m n m nr R q          .	        (8) 
From	 Eq.	 (5)	 this	 equation	 is	 simplified	 as		
 1 1/ 2 1, , , 0 0 2(2 ) ( )m n q m n rc n r R q        .		
								In	 the	 case	 of	 acoustic	modes,	 the	 local	 displacement	 of	 the	
fiber,	 ,m nU 	(denoted	here	identically	to	the	electromagnetic	field	
discussed	above)	can	be	expressed	as	a	sum	of	 longitudinal	and	
transverse	 modes,	 ( ),Lm nU 	 and	 ( ),Tm nU ,	 which	 satisfy	 the	 wave	
equation,	 Eq.	 (1).	 In	 this	 equation,	 the	 velocity	 V 	 should	 be	
replaced	 by	 the	 longitudinal	 sound	 velocity	 LV 	 for	 ( ),Lm nU 	 and	
transverse	sound	velocity	 TV 	for	 ( ),Tm nU .	The	total	displacement	is	
found	by	applying	the	boundary	condition	for	tension	to	the	sum	
( ) ( )
, , ,
L T
m n m n m n U U U 	 at	 the	 fiber	 surface	 [15].	 Similar	 to	 optical	




m nU 	 and	 ( ),Tm nU 	 in	 the	 form	 ( , ) ( , ), , ,exp( 2 )L T L Tm n m n m ni t   U Q 	
where	 , ( )m n z 	satisfies	Eq.	(3)	with	the	expression	for	 2, ( )m n z 	
presented	below	and	 ( , ),L Tm nQ 	satisfies	Eq.	(2)	where	V 	is	replaced	
by	 ,L TV .	 Hereafter	 we	 restrict	 the	 consideration	 to	 axially	
symmetric	 acoustic	modes	 corresponding	 to	 0m  	 [16],	which	
dispersion	 relation	 is	 determined	 by	 the	 Pochhammer‐Chree	
equation	[17,	18]:	
   22 22 2 2 2
1/2 1/22 2 2 2 2
2 2 / ( ) 4 ( ) 2 2 / 0,
, ,
T TV hr h kr V h
h k
   
  
       
           
 (9) 
where	  	is	the	propagation	constant,	 2 / ,Tr V  	 /T LV V  ,	
0 1( ) ( ) / ( )x xJ x J x  ,	and	 ( )nJ x 	is	the	Bessel	function.	The	cutoff	
frequencies	of	these	modes,	 ( )0, / (2 )acn n TV r   ,	are	determined	
by	setting	 0  	in	Eq.	(5):					
 0 1( ) 2 ( ) 0n n nJ J       .  (10) 
Near	 the	 cutoff,	 the	 transverse	 component	 of	 acoustic	 modes,	
( )
0, ( , ),Tn z U 	vanishes	and	only	the	longitudinal	modes,		
  ( )0, 1 0 0,( , ) / ( )Ln n nz J r z    U ,  (11) 
remain	 finite.	Nevertheless,	 the	vanishing	 transverse	component	
affects	the	boundary	condition	for	at	the	fiber	surface.	In	fact,	for	
frequencies	close	to	the	cutoff	(i.e.,	for	small	propagation	constant	
0, ( )n z  )	 expansion	 of	 Eq.	 (9)	 up	 to	 the	 first	 order	 in	
2
0, ( ), ,n z  	and	 ( )r z yields	Eq.	(4)	where	
2 2 2 2
( )
0, 0, 2 2 2 2
0




   
   
                (12) 
and	 ( )n  	 is	 calculated	 from	 Eq.	 (10).	 While	 the	 radial	
distribution	of	acoustic	mode	determined	by	Eq.	(11)	depends	on	
the	longitudinal	velocity	only,	the	value	of	 ( )0, ( )acn  	determined	by	
Eqs.	 (10)	and	(12)	depends	on	both	 longitudinal	and	 transverse	
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